New Topic Ideas for Rhetorical Analysis Essays – 2022

A rhetorical analysis essay is one of the most difficult writing assignments for students. To write
a stellar rhetorical analysis essay, essay writer does not only need good writing skills but also
good analytical skills. In a rhetorical analysis essay, students have to deeply analyze a text or a
film.

Rhetorical analysis essays hone the critical thinking process of young students. These essays are
assigned by teachers to check if students are reading and understanding the given texts or not. A
good rhetorical analysis essay should not only highlight the most important points discussed in
the respective text but should also identify if the online essay writer was successful in delivering
his message to the audience or not.

If you have never written a rhetorical essay before, you should consider taking some help. If
there is no one to help you in writing a stellar essay or you are too shy to ask for help, you can
try an online essay writing service like “EssayWriterForMe”. Hundreds of websites offer essay
writing help to students in need.

While hiring a writing service, you must be cautious because many dodgy essay writing services
are scamming students. You should only hire the best essay writing service such as “Essay Writer
For Me”. For that, you need to look at the reviews of their previous clients. If there are no reviews
on a website, you must know that something is not right.
Have you been assigned a rhetorical analysis essay? Have you been wondering where to start?
Well, understanding the topic would be a great start. What if you do not have a topic yet? Many
times teachers give students the liberty to choose a topic of their liking. While for many students
this is good news, for others this is dreading. They do not know how to find a good topic for their
essay. If you are one of the struggling students You can contact with online essay writers by
asking , here are some new topic ideas for rhetorical analysis essays:
· Choose a speech of your favorite political leader and analyze it using your knowledge of
rhetorical devices
·

Write a rhetorical analysis of one of the readings that we have covered in the course

·

Write a comparative rhetorical analysis of the Great Gatsby movie and the book

· What is the main idea of Great Gatsby and how well the author was successful in delivering
it?

·

What are the major themes of pride and prejudice?

·

Write a well-organized rhetorical analysis of the movie “Romeo and Juliet”

·

Write a rhetorical analysis of MLK’s letter from the Birmingham Jail

· Critically analyze the use of rhetorical devices and persuasive strategies by Sojourner Truth
in her "Ain’t I a Woman?” speech
·
What was the last book that you read? Write about various rhetoric used by the author in
that book?
·

What is your favorite popular song? Rhetorically analyze it in your essay.

· What is your favorite character in The Fault in Our Stars? How well is the character
developed by John Green?
·

Rhetorically analyze the confrontation between different characters in Pride and Prejudice

· What is the last movie you watched? What is its underlying message and how well it was
delivered to the audience?
·

Critically analyze Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist

· How did Barack Obama keep the audience engaged in his inauguration speech of the second
term?
· Select one of the popular speeches of Donald Trump as the US President and highlight how
he uses rhetoric to woo the audience?
· How the struggles of a woman are presented in The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkin
Gilman
· How the police violence and discrimination against people of color are represented in the
movie "Do the Right Thing.”
· Highlight, how well rhetorical devices were used by Woodrow Wilson in his League of
Nations Final Address.
You should only hire essay writers from the best essay writing service. You must be cautious
because many dodgy essay writing services are scamming students.

